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REPORT OF CHEMISTRY SURVEY.

BY S. R. POWERS,
Garfield High School, Terre Haute, Ind.

This report is the result of a questionnaire survey. The ques-
tionnaire asked for the conditions under which the high school
chemistry teacher works, his training for his position, his method
of teaching the subject, and his opinion of the values derived
from the chemistry course. One thousand thirty-seven blanks
were sent out and one hundred fifty-four replies were received.
Seven hundred sixty were sent to states belonging to the terri-
tory covered by the Central Association of Science and Mathe-
matics Teachers. The remaining three hundred were sent to all
parts of the United States except New England.
The numbering in this report corresponds with the numbering

in the questionnaire blank, which is here given:

A. TIME ALLOTMENT OF SUBJECT.
1. State number of periods given to laboratory work per week,.......

First term,............; second term,............
2. State number of periods given to class recitation per week,.........

Length of periods,...............
3. What is your weekly arrangement of your work?.................
4. Are you satisfied with this arrangement?......... Why?.........

5. Are you allowed time in the school day for care of apparatus and
preparation of materials ?......... How much ?...................

6. In what year is chemistry taught ?................................
7. Is it required or optional?.......................................
8. State briefly how the above conditions might be improved:.........

B. "EQUlPMEiNT.

9. Do you have a well equipped laboratory ?.........................
10. Kind of location in building (floor, exposure, etc.) :...............,
11. How is the light?...............................................
12. How is the ventilation ?...........................................
13. Do you have hoods?..... Do you have water and gas at table ?.,-...
14. Does each student have an individual locker?.....................
15. Approximately what number of students take chemistry?..........
16. What is your approximate school enrollment?.....................
1-7. What is your approximate annual allowance for supplies ?..........
18. What is the approximate value of your laboratory equipment?.....
19. Does the student pay for breakage ?..............................
20. Does the student pay for material used?...... How much?......
21. How many volumes of books in your school chemistry library ?.....

Number of texts other than the adopted text?...... Number of
books on special subjects?...... Name any periodicals you get for
your school library:............................................

382. Name the library books you make most use of :....................
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23. List any additional equipment that you particularly desire:........
24. Estimate the cost per term of conducting a ’course in chemistry for

a class of sixteen students:.......................................
C. TRAINING OF TEACHER.

25. State length of your training in each kind of school, name of school,
and degrees taken:

Name of School. No. of Months. Degree.
High School ....................................................
College or Normal..............................................
University ......................................................
Graduate Work .................................................

2-6. What is your major subject?........ What other science courses
have you had ?...................................................

27. What proportion of your study has been devoted to subject matter
and what to method of teaching ?.................................

28. To what teachers’ organization do you belong?...................
Do you usually attend their meetings ?............................

29. How many years have you taught chemistry?.....................
30. What have you published?.......................................

D. SERVICE.
31. How many classes in chemistry do you have ?.....................

How many students are there in each class ?......................
What other classes do you have ?.................................

32. , What school activities do you have charge of ?...................
What is the average number of hours devoted to this per week?....

33. Do you have a paid student assistant?......... Do you have any
student assistant ? ...............................................

34. About how many hours per week do you devote to library study in
preparation for your work?..;...... How many hours to prepara-
tion of material for the laboratory?......... How many hours to
cleaning up laboratory ?..........................................

35. Do you make an effort in the laboratory to train your students in
neatness and cleanliness?......... What means do you use?......

36. Do you take field and industrial trips with your students?.........
Approximately how many per year ?..............................

E. METHOD IN TEACHING.
37. Do you make your first approach to a topic in the laboratory, or by

textbook work and class recitation ?...............................
Why? ..........................................................

38. To which do you give greater emphasis, textbook work or labora-
tory work ? ......................................................

39. What text do you use?................ Manual?................
Do you draw material from more than one manual?...............

40. Do you write your own laboratory directions ?.....................
Why ? ..........................................................

41. About how many pages of text do you cover during the first half
year ?........ /... During second half year ?............

42. Summarize your plan for the student’s record of experiments:
a. When are results recorded ?...................................
b. What form of record do you have your students follow?......
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c. Do you have a printed outline to aid your student in writing
notes ? .......................................................
By whom prepared ?...........................................

d. What is your method of correcting notebooks ?.................
43. Do your students take time outside of the laboratory period to write

up any discussion or explanation of work done in laboratory ?......
Approximately how much per week ?.............................

44. Do you find correcting notebooks burdensome ?........ About how
much time does it require per week ?..............................

45. Do you use loose leaf or bound notebooks ?......................
Why? ..........................................................

46. In many laboratory manuals each exercise is set off as a unit within
itself. Is this a good plan or would you think it advisable that some
effort be made to show the connecting link between two given exer-
cises and thus insure a more definite continuity?

47. About how much laboratory time do you give to individual instruc-
tion arid conference with students ?...............................

48. About what per cent of the class recitation time is devoted to dis-
cussion or quiz on laboratory work?..............................

49. Do you make any other provisions for discussion of the laboratory
work ? ..........................................................
How about the weak student ?....................................

50. Do you find the lecture demonstration a success ?..................
51. Do you "give lectures" on chemistry to classes?......... Is this

method a success ?................................................
53. Do you direct the use ofjibrary books on chemistry?..............

In what way? ....................................................
53. In the study of any element, say chlorine, by what exercise or by

what means do you introduce the student to a first-hand knowledge
of the element ?..................................................
Is this your usual method ?........................................

54. Do all students work on the same experiment at the same time?
......... If so, how do you keep them together?..................

55. How many exercises can you successfully direct at one time?......
56. Do you find differences in student ability due to sex?......... If

so, state them: ..................................................
Have you any definite evidence of this ?..........................

57. Do you encourage students to study problems involving chemistry
that is of special interest to them? ..... If so, to what extent?.....

58. Do you place much emphasis on drawing of laboratory apparatus
used in a given exercise ?......... Why ?........................

F. CONTENT OF COURSE.
59. About what per cent of the total number of your laboratory exer-

cises are quantitative ? ...........................................
60. Give per cent of second half year devoted to study of organic sub-

jects .........; to metals.........; to nonmetals.........; to gen-
eral principles.........

61. Is organic chemistry considered too much or too little in the aver-
age text of today ?...............................................

62. Are the metals given too much attention ?..........................
Is the metallurgy of the common metals given too much attention?

63. The molecular theory ?...........................................
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64. The atomic theory?..............................................
65. ’Should the periodic law be considered in first year chemistry?......

Why? ...........................................................
66. Do you make special effort to teach the application of chemistry?

......... Do you make any effort ?......... Do you teach theory
or application first ?...............................................

67. Should courses be provided to teach only the application of chem-
istry to domestic science and agriculture ?..........................

68. What use do you make of the exercises published in SCHOOL SCIENCE
AND MATHEMATICS under Live Chemistry’7........................

G. VALUES DERIVED FROM CHEMISTRY.
69. In your opinion is chemistry of greater value to your’community

from a practical standpoint or from a cultural standpoint ?........
Note: By practical value we mean a value which is of economic im-

portance to the community: by cultural value we mean a value which
is of importance to the individual in making him more appreciative
of life, its pleasures, and its disappointments.
Have you any evidence or experience that will substantiate your
opinion ? ........................................................

70. What are the important attributes which laboratory work in chem-
istry should contribute to the students’ education ? Arrange in order
of importance: .................................................

71. Do you attempt to cultivate the attitude which we call "power of
analysis" or "scientific attitude of mind" ?........................
Do you emphasize this as an ideal applicable to all lifers problems
or as an attitude to be made use of in connection with problems in
chemistry only ? ................................................

72. Is this scientific attitude of mind of greater or less importance than
knowledge of subject matter ?....................................

73. Do you give much attention to college entrance requirements ?.....
74. Upon what basis do you make out your term grade in chemistry?

Is the same basis uniformly used in other departments in your
school ? .........................................................

H. GENERAL.
75. What science courses are required for graduation in your school?

76. In what order are they usually taken ?.............................

Would you recommend another order ?........ If so, what?........
Do you think any chemistry should be included in first year general
science ?......... If so, what topics ?.............................

77. About what average per cent of your students make grade A?......
B?...... C?...... Fail?.........................................
Do you base these figures on actual average or on estimates?......

1. Twelve have two laboratory periods per week, four have either two
or three, eight have three, ninety-eight have four (two double periods’),
six have ’five, and five allow a different number, first and second term.

2. Ten have two recitation periods per week, one hundred fourteen have
three, thirteen have four,, six have five, three have periods less than forty
minutes, .forty-seven have forty, seventy-four have forty-five, five have
fifty, and four have 60-minute periods.

3. Seventy have class and laboratory on alternate days, fifty-nine use
consecutive days’, and -eight have no regular order. At least twenty-two
have daily double periods.
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4. One hundred and three are satisfied, thirty are not.
5. Ninety-three are allowed some school time for care of apparatus

and materials, fifty-eight are not.
6. Forty-seven teach chemistry third year, fifty-five fourth year, and

forty-nine in either third or fourth year.
7. Chemistry is required in twelve schools, optional with other science

course or courses in fifty-three, purely elective in forty-eight, and required
in some courses only, in thirty-eight.

8. ....................................................
9. One hundred and four* have well equipped laboratories, thirty-one

have fair equipment and ten poor.
10. Twenty-five schools have chemistry in basement, twenty-two on

first floor, ninety-two on upper floors, and one in attic.
11. One hundred and seventeen have good light, eighteen fair, and

seventeen have poor.
12. Eighty-seven have good ventiFation, thirty-seven have fair, and

twenty-eight have poor.
13. One hundred and twenty-two have hoods of some sort, thirty-two

have none. One hundred and thirty-three have water and gas at tables,
eight have neither, one has gas only, and three have water only.

14. One hundred and thirty-three schools provide individual lockers.
15 and 16. In seven schools, twenty-five per cent of enrollment take

chemistry; seven, twenty to twenty-four percent; twenty, fifteen to nine-
teen per cent; seventeen, twelve to fourteen per cent; thirty, nine to eleven
per cent; fifty-one, five to eight per cent; ten, three to four per cent;
one, one and one-half per cent.

17. The figures show that in one school the cost per year per student,
based upon number of students taking chemistry, and annual allowance
for supplies is $20; in one, $15; in one, $12; in three, $10; in five, $6-$9;
in six, less than $0.90. Omitting these figures, the average cost per pupil
is $2.90.
18. .................................................
19. One hundred and sixteen require students to pay for breakage,

thirty-one do not.
20. Twenty-one, either by laboratory fee, or otherwise, require some

payment for material used.
21. Forty-three have fair libraries, eighty-three have small libraries,

eighteen have none.
22. Reference books used in order of their popularity are Thorp’s In-

dustrial, A. Smith’s General, Kahlenberg’s Chemistries, Newth’s Inorganic,
Duncan’s Chemistry of Commerce, Leach’s Food Inspection and Analysis,
Bailey’s Sanitary and Applied Chemistry, Lassar-Cohn’s Chemistry in
Daily Life, Remsen, Roscoe and Schorlemmer, Rogers and Aubert, Wiley’s
Pure Foods, Newell, Snell, Duncan’s Chemical Problems, Bird’s Wonders
of Science in Modern Life, McPhearson and Henderson, Brownlee, Lewis
B. Allyn’s Elementary Applied Chemistry, Olsen’s Pure Foods. A num-
ber of other books were listed by only one teacher.

23. ................................................
24. ................................................
25. Ten teachers who replied are not college graduates, twenty-one are

graduates of small colleges, twenty-two are graduates of universities,
sixty-three have done graduate work, thirty-three have taken graduate
degrees, and three have Ph. D. degree.

26. Ninety have chemistry for major, twenty-four have physics, twenty
have some other science, eight have mathematics, ’and seven have some
other subject.
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27. Ninety-five have devoted some time to study of methods of teaching.
28. One hundred and twenty-eight belong to teachers’ organizations and

one hundred eighteen usually attend.
29. Ninety-five have taught more than five years and fifty-six less than

five years.
30. Thirty-one of the teachers who made replies have published some-

thing.
31. Forty-three have all of their time devoted to teaching chemistry.

Forty-six have classes over twenty-four; ninety-six, less than twenty-four.
.33. Ninety-one teachers have -charge of some other school activities.
33. Nine have a paid student assistant, thirty-four have student assist-

ant who is not paid, and 107 have no assistant.
34. Four devote no time to library study in preparation for their day’s

work; thirteen devote one hour per week; twenty-one, two hours; twenty,
three hours; thirteen, four hours; twenty-seven, five hours; twenty-two,
over five hours; two devote no time to preparation of materials; fifteen,
one hour per week; twenty-eight, two hours; twenty-six, three hours;
twenty, four hours; thirty-one, five hours or more. Five devote no time
to cleaning up laboratory; twenty-four use one hour; thirty-nine, two
hours; fourteen, three hours; four, four hours; eleven, five or more hours
per week.

35. One hundred and forty-eight make effort to train in neatness, one
does not. Four assess a fine of some sort and twenty deduct from grade
for carelessness.

36. Nine take no trips; twenty-five take one trip; twenty-four, two
trips; twenty-one, three trips; twelve, four trips; nine, five trips, and
twenty take more than five.

37. Forty-nine make first approach to a new topic in laboratory, sixty-
one by recitation, and thirty-nine vary. Twenty-one think some knowledge
of ’material must precede laboratory work. Twelve think laboratory first
encourages spirit of investigation. Nine think laboratory first is natural
order. Three think class work incites curiosity for laboratory work.
Sixteen think laboratory ’first makes text mean more. Four think text
first is more convenient for teachers and works little loss to the pupil.
Three say it depends, on text. Nineteen say laboratory work is based on
recitation. Nineteen use different method for different subjects. Four
think with short periods new work cannot be begun in laboratory.

38. Thirty-four emphasize text more, fifty-seven laboratory more, and
fifty-four about equal.

39. Brownlee’s text is used in fifty-six schools; McPhearson and Ren-
derson in thirty-six; Snell, three; Morgan and Lyman, eleven; Remsen,
two; Newll, thirteen; Kahlenberg and Hart, three; several different texts,
two; Irwin-Tatlock, one; Blanchard and Wade, one; A. Smith, eight;
Hessler and Smith, twelve; Peters, one; Bradbury, two. Manuals: Mor-
gan and Lyman, ten; Brownlee, forty-four; McPhearson and Henderson,
twenty-four; Newell, eleven; Tatlock, one; Minneapolis Sheets, four;
Williams and Whitmen, one; Hessler and Smith, eight; Snell, one; A.
Smith, four; L. B. Allyn, one; Williams, one; A. E. White, one; Peters,
two; Bradbury, two; L. E. Knott, one; Heilman, two; Wade, one; Blanch-
ard, one. O’ne hundred and two use more than one manual, twenty-eight
do not.

40. Twenty-eight write their own directions, fifty-seven write part of
them, and eighteen do not. Two use oral directions almost entirely.

Fifteen write own directions in order to-apply work to local conditions.
Twelve say no manual gives desired material entirely. Five say no man-
ual suits individual ideas. Eighteen do not have time enough to write
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laboratory directions. Eleven adapt work to material and apparatus of
laboratory by writing- own directions. Three write to make work more
specific. Thirty-eight think available manuals are sufficient. Six modify
manual to suit needs. Six write directions in special cases.
Note: Replies to thirty-nine and forty seem to indicate that many

teachers, although having an adopted manual, draw material pretty largely
from other manuals and write quite a number of their own directions.

41. Seventeen teachers cover less than 150 pages of the text during the
first semester; thirty-three cover 150-175 pages; forty-four, 176-200 pages;
twenty-nine, 200-225 pages; three, 225-250 pages, and three cover over
250 pages. During the second semester, ten cover less than 176 pages;
sixty-three, 176-200 pages; seventeen, 201-225 pages; twenty, 226-250 pages,
and one over 251 pages.

42. a. One hundred and thirty-seven teachers require part or all of
laboratory record to be made in laboratory. &. Fifty-one have no set form
for writing notes, ninety have some set form. c. Fifty-three use printed
outline suggested by manual, twenty-nine have a printed outline prepared
by self, ninety have no printed outline to aid students in writing notes.
d. Five teachers read students’ notes only occasionally after first few
weeks. Twenty-two correct notes in laboratory with students as they are
being written. Fifty-four simply mark errors and return notes to students
for correction. Five read notes, check errors, and return to students for
class consultation. Three read notes daily, check errors, and re-read at
end of term.

43. Eighty-seven teachers require their students to take time outside of
laboratory, period for writing notes.
Note: Comparison with 42 a would seem to indicate that fifty teachers

require all note writing to be done at time experiment is being performed.
In thirty-two schools the students use one hour per week outside of

laboratory for writing notes; twenty use two hours; ten use three hours,
and four use four hours.

44. Fifty-four teachers report that reading note-books is not burden-
some. Eighteen use one hour per week; thirty-five, two hours; seventeen,
three hours; eleven, four hours; thirteen, five hours; eight, six hours;
two, seven hours; one, eight hours; seven, ten hours; one over ten hours.

45. One hundred and thirty-two teachers use loose leaf notebooks,
fifteen use bound books, and two allow either.

Fifty-eight report that the loose leaf system is more convenient. Eigh-
teen prefer it because spoiled sheets may be thrown away and new ones
added. Sixteen report that they require notes on experiments to come
in separately. Six think bound books are neater, more permanent, and
train the student to think carefully before writing. Five think loose leaf
system may be used to prevent students from copying from each other.

46. Forty-five prefer laboratory exercises to be definite units. Eighty-
seven think some effort should be made in writing directions to show the
connecting link between exercises.

47. Fifty-four teachers devote practically all of laboratory time to
individual instruction and conference with student; twenty-eight use one-
half of laboratory time for this work; two, one-third; eight, one-fourth;
two, one-fifth; sixteen, little; three, two-thirds; three, three-fourths; two,
none; eight, considerable; six, vary.

48. Thirty-three report that little of recitation time is devoted to labora-
tory quiz or discussion; seven report none; twenty-nine, ten per cent;
twenty-six, twenty per cent; nineteen, thirty per cent; twelve, twenty-five
per cent; one, forty per cent; seven, fifty per cent; three, sixty-six per
cent; three, fifteen per cent; one, varies; one, all if necessary.
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49. Eighty-foup report that they make yet other provision for discus-
sion of laboratory work, and forty-nine that they do not. One hundred
and twenty-one make some provision for assisting the weak student.

50. Ninety-seven find the lecture demonstration a success, thirteen only
in part, and thirty-five find it not a success..

51. Fifty-one make some use of lecture method, ninety-six do not.
Forty report that they use it successfully.
Note: In all but two cases, the lecture method is used "occasionally,"

"briefly followed by quiz," etc.
52. One hundred and nine direct in some way the use of library books,

twenty-three do not. Seventy-six simply give references for those inter-
ested. Eighteen give out topics to be worked up for class presentation.
Two make special effort to work practical material. One appends a list of
references to each laboratory exercise.

53. .Seventeen begin the study of a new element by a study of its com-
mon compounds, sixty-eight by having student prepare element in labora-
tory, twenty-nine begin with demonstration and discussion, seventeen
begin with a study of text.

54. Eighty-eight require all their students to work on same exercise at
same time, sixty do not.
Twenty-five provide extra work for fast students in order to keep

them together, thirty-seven require slow ones to do extra time, and ten
use both methods.

55. Thirty-nine are able to direct only one exercise at a time; twenty-
one, two; twenty-two, three; four, four; thirty-one, five or more.

56. Fifty-nine think there is a difference in chemical ability between the
two sexes, eighty think there is not. Eighteen report that there is a
difference, in interest but not in ability. Twenty-eight report that girls
are more painstaking but boys have better knack for laboratory work and
show greater originality. Two think boys get mathematical part better.
four’ think girls see deeper into the work than boys do.

57. One hundred and thirty-two teachers encourage students to study
problems appealing to their own special interest. Twenty-six encourage
laboratory work on the subject of interest and also assist them in their
reading. Twenty-two encourage especially a study of, local problems.
Twenty-four assist students only as they take initiative. Eight present
list of subjects to class for students to choose from for special study and
require later report before class on work investigated. Three set off a
part of time in regular chemistry course for a study of practical problems
of interest to students.
’ 58. Thirty-nine teachers emphasize drawing of laboratory apparatus,
seventy-eight do not, and thirty-two place only small amount of emphasis
upon it. .Six think that drawing rivets attention to details. Fifty-nine
think drawing is waste of time. Eleven think it encourages accuracy
and neatness. Eleven think drawings are a matter of convenience to stu-
dent in writing notes. Eighteen think drawing makes experiment mean
more.

5.9. In sixty cases less than five per cent of the laboratory work is
quantitative; in forty-seven cases, five to ten per cent; ten, eleven to fif-
teen per cent; ten, sixteen to twenty per cent; three, twenty-one to twen-
ty-five per cent; two, twenty-six to thirty per cent; none, thirty-one to
thirty-five per cent; one, thirty-six to forty per cent; two, forty-one to
fifty per cent; four, all; five, none. ,

60. Fifty devote less than ten per cent of second half year to organic
chemistry; twenty-nine, eleven to twenty per cent; eighteen, twenty-one
to thirty per cent; ten, thirty-one to forty percent; one, forty-one to
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fifty per cent; ten, none. Four devote less than ten per cent to metal?;
twelve, eleven to twenty per cent; twenty-one, twenty-one to thirty per
cent; thirty-three, thirty-one to forty per cent; twenty-five, forty-one to
fifty per cent; twenty-eight, fifty-one to sixty per cent; four, seventy-
five per cent; three, eighty-five per cent; one, all. Seven devote less
than ten per cent to non-metals; fourteen, eleven to twenty per cent;
twelve, twenty-one to thirty per cent; twenty-six, thirty-one to forty
per cent; six, forty-one to fifty per cent; one, fifty-one to sixty per cent;
three, none. Thirty-four devote less than ten per cent to general prin-
ciples; thirty-seven, eleven to twenty per cent; seventeen, twenty-one
to thirty per cent; ten, thirty-one to forty per cent;’ one, forty-one to
fifty per cent; three, none. One devotes twenty-five per cent to qualita-
tive analysis, one uses L. B. Allyn’s book.

61. Eighty-six think that organic chemistry receives’ too little atten-
tion in the average text of today; thirteen think too much, and twenty-
nine think "about right."

62. Eighty-two think the metals are given too much attention, fifty-
seven think not, and five think "about right." Fifty-three think metal-
lurgy of common metals gets too much attention, and seventy-three think
not, and five think "about right."

63. Twenty-seven think molecular theory is given too much attention,
102 think not, and three, think "about right."

64. Thirty think the atomic theory gets too much attention, 104 think
not, and four think "about right."

65. Ninety-two think periodic law should be considered and forty-one
think not. Three think it should be taught because of its interest. Sixty-
one think it unifies and classifies work. Twenty-three think it is too
difficult. Two think it important and understandable. Nine think it
does not have sufficient importance. One thinks’ the analytical classifica-
tion better for high school students.

66. One hundred and thirty teacher’s make special effort to teach the
applications of chemistry. Eighteen do only a little with this line of work.
Eighty-seven present the theory first, thirty-one the application first,

and thirty-two’ use varied methods.
67. Forty-six think courses should be provided to teach applications of

chemistry to domestic science and agriculture, seventy think not.
68. Forty-three make considerable use of "Live Chemistry," fourteen

make "little," forty-four, none, and seven read them.
69. Sixty think practical value of chemistry is first, sixty-four think

cultural, and thirty-two think about equal.
70. .......:............................:....................,....
71. One hundred and twenty-eight try to cultivate "scientific attitude,"

nine do not. One hundred and seventeen make it applicable to all
problems, eight just to chemistry.

72. One. hundred and eight think this attitude is of greater importance
than knowledge of subject matter, eleven think less, and twelve about
equal.

73. Forty-three pay considerable attention to college entrance require-
ments; fourteen, just a little; and ninety-one, none.

74. Thirty-three make grade on basis of general ability and attitude.
Thirty-one count recitation, laboratory, and quiz (and examinations)
-at one-third each. Nineteen count recitation, laboratory, tests, and final
about equal. Three count recitation, 40; written work, 40; laboratory,
20. Nine count laboratory, 40; recitation, 40; and examinations, - 20.
There were also fifteen other methods used in making grades by one
teacher each.
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Fourteen have approximately same marking- systems as other depart-
ments of the school, seventy-one have same, twenty-eight do not, and ten
do ^iot know system that is used by other departments.

75. In twenty schools one year of prescribed science is required for
graduation, eleven require one prescribed science and one elective. One.
requires one prescribed and two electives.

In twenty schools two years of prescribed science are required for
graduation. In one, two years of prescribed and one elective science
are required.

In seven schools three years of prescribed science are required, and
in six schools four years of prescribed science are required for gradua-
tion.

In sixteen schools no science is required. In twenty-eight schools one
year of elective science is required, seven require two elective sciences
and two require three elective sciences. Thirty schools have different
requirements in different courses.
Thirteen teachers express their disapproval of a general science course.
76. In forty-nine schools physics precedes chemistry in the course of

study and in forty-three schools chemistry precedes physics.
77. Thirty-one teachers report that less than five per cent of their

students fail; thirty-one report five to seven per cent; forty-five, eight
to ten per cent; and thirty-three, over eleven per cent. Five report no
failures. In several cases the per cent of failure ran well up to twenty-
five per cent.

TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM.
The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, Department of Commerce,

has issued as Serial No. 3, Special Publication No. 25, a quarto pamphlet
of 69 pages entitled Remits of Magnetic Observations made by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1914, by D. L. Hazard.
This publication contains the results of magnetic observations made on

land and at sea during the calendar year of 1914, together with descriptions
of the stations occupied. Results are given for 38’5 stations in 289 locali-
ties, including an investigation of areas of marked local disturbance in
Iowa and Minnesota. There is presented in tabular form a comparison of
the declination results, at 76 repeat stations with the results of earlier ob-
servations in the same localities. The results have been corrected to re-
duce them to the provisional international standard of the Department of
Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
The stations described are located in 33 states and territories, includ-

ing Arizona, Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Washington and Wisconsin.
Besides the scientific value of these observations, this work is of prac-

tical utility to engineers and surveyors, and particularly to those interested
in retracing old property lines. In the early days and even more recently
these lines were run with the compass almost exclusively and to return them
a knowledge of the variation of the compass at the date of survey is es-
sential.
The volume will be supplied without charge to persons interested by ao-

p^ication to the Division of Publications, Department of Commerce.


